Management software for small food businesses

Your superpower is making great food. You can rely on the combination of Microsoft and BuildFood to help you with everything else. We calculate nutritional information, track allergens, stay on top of ingredient inventory and manage recipe costing. You’ll reduce your risk, get more done and grow your business faster.

Store and manage your formulas so they’re straightforward to locate and to scale up or down for batch size.

Economize production by batching similar recipes together so you can prepare common components that are used in a variety of finished goods.

Generate nutritional information and ingredient declarations ordered by weight that you can use on spec sheets.

Reduce risk by letting BuildFood track allergens and include them in your ingredient declarations.

Experiment with new formulas or create one-off recipes without complicated software setup.
From the makers of JustFood

As the makers of JustFood, we have over a decade of experience developing business software for larger food companies. BuildFood for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central brings our food software expertise to smaller businesses.

The most exciting part about BuildFood is that we’re finally able to take the most essential features from our software for medium and large food businesses and make them available to food companies at the smaller end of the market. Now those companies can benefit from the same tools their large competitors use.

David Pilz, CEO at IndustryBuilt, makers of BuildFood

Built for food
Ready-made with the most critical, time-saving features for your growing food business, because food is all we do.

Created for small business
Developed by the makers of JustFood, BuildFood is for smaller independent and family-owned food businesses.

Grows with you
Future-proof your company with a solution that will continually evolve and always offer upgrade options.

Manages the whole business
Tie recipe management and finances together to go way beyond the capabilities of standalone accounting software.

Microsoft Dynamics 365
Extend the usefulness of Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central with seamlessly integrated food features.

Lives in the cloud
Leave the worries about reliability and security to us while enjoying improved performance and cost of ownership.